We’re talking

SUCCESS
After many years when
financial markets have
seen near-uninterrupted
growth, Tony Foster,
Senior Investment
Manager of the Aberdeen
Diversified Income and
Growth Trust plc and
Bruce Stout, Manager
of Murray International
Trust PLC, discuss how
investors may need to
change their measures
of success to adapt to
the current environment.

What are your overall measures
of success on your funds?

TF: Our approach is to find a wide range of asset
classes that can offer or have the potential to offer
an attractive return, building on a portfolio with
a range of different risk characteristics and return
drivers. It is the power of diversification taken on
the widest possible scale. Alongside equities and
bonds, our portfolio will include infrastructure,
property, private equity and other ‘real’ assets.
BS: Ours is a large liquid investment trust,
managed with a long-term, bottom-up focus. We
want to find high quality growth businesses that
throw off cash and increase their dividends. Our
active share is around 0.9%, so the trust won’t
behave anything like the benchmark. Success to
us is growing and protecting capital over time.

How do you go about picking
winners today?
BS: We believe investors need to get away
from conventional thinking about, for example,
emerging versus developed markets or certain
sectors. We are flexible and we go where there
is good growth. In the US, for example, debt to
GDP is high, companies are buying back stocks
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at high valuations. Is using cheap financing to
buy expensive stock really a good option? It may
be in the interest of senior management, but it
is not in the interests of us as shareholders.
In contrast, since the early 2000s, the payout
ratios from Asian stocks have shifted as they
increased their dividends. Taiwan Semiconductor,
for example, has seen phenomenal growth and
has grown its payouts. This is the type of business
we want. In emerging markets more generally
debt to GDP is low, free cash flow is very strong,
the payout ratios are rising every year. The capital
base of banks in emerging markets is really strong.
I don’t see the same in Italian, German or British
banks where lending practices are problematic and
consumer debt is high. Companies in Indonesia
and Mexico have learned over decades that it
is dangerous to run a leveraged balance sheet,
particularly if it is in dollars.
TF: I agree investors need to re-think. A balanced
portfolio of bonds and equities won’t give you
the returns they’ve given you over the past
30 years. We are not investing in developed
market government bonds and investment grade
corporate credit, for example. The interest rates
on offer are too low. They assume a very gloomy
outlook for growth and inflation; and this is not
our central view.

Has greater value emerged in equities
over the last few months?
TF: We believe value is still difficult to come by in
equities. Our exposure is currently around 20%
of the portfolio – this is at the low end of our range
of 20-35%. Valuations are still expensive and
earnings expectations are falling. We are finding
better value in areas such as infrastructure.
That said, our target return is LIBOR + 5.5% net
of fees*. That cannot be achieved without holding
some growth assets. Where we are invested we
are focused on fundamentals-based global equity.
BS: In many cases, we agree. Market
complacency was shattered when the Nasdaq
dived 25% last year. This should always provide
pricing opportunities and we are vigilant to that.
However, we still have relatively low exposure
to the UK and Europe. There is simply better
growth elsewhere. Today, we hold 30% in Asia
and 18% in Latin America.

Success goes beyond good returns, but
also ensuring effective diversification.
How are you managing that today?
TF: We look broadly for diversification. We have
a holding in litigation finance, for example, which
provides funding for commercial litigation. The
group provides the funding to pursue the case,
and if the litigant wins, Burford takes a share
of the proceeds. The returns are attractive, but
most importantly, they are not linked to rising
rates or falling stock market, just to which case
progresses in court. They are looking for cases
with individual drivers.
The fund also holds a number of niche
opportunities. It includes a Latin American
infrastructure fund, for example. These are the
types of asset people can’t invest in directly, but
they can have exposure through this fund. We
look as widely as possible to find opportunities
that give shareholders attractive returns over time.
BS: For us, diversification means trying to find
something completely different to what we already
own. Auckland airport, for example, has exposure
to Chinese overseas tourism, where traffic
volumes are increasing. This is very different
to other areas we own in the portfolio, such as
Unilever Indonesia or Brazil’s Banco Bradesco.
We want 50 different businesses doing different
things that are not correlated.

Important information:
• The value of investments and the income from
them can fall and investors may get back less
than the amount invested.
• Past performance is not a guide to future results.
• Investment in the Company may not be
appropriate for investors who plan to
withdraw their money within 5 years.
• The Company may borrow to finance further
investment (gearing). The use of gearing is
likely to lead to volatility in the Net Asset
Value (NAV) meaning that any movement in
the value of the company’s assets will result
in a magnified movement in the NAV.
• The Company may accumulate investment
positions which represent more than normal
trading volumes which may make it difficult to
realise investments and may lead to volatility
in the market price of the Company’s shares.
• The Company may charge expenses to
capital which may erode the capital value
of the investment.
• Movements in exchange rates will impact on
both the level of income received and the
capital value of your investment.
• There is no guarantee that the market price
of the Company’s shares will fully reflect
their underlying Net Asset Value.
• As with all stock exchange investments the
value of the Company’s shares purchased will
immediately fall by the difference between the
buying and selling prices, the bid-offer spread.
If trading volumes fall, the bid-offer spread
can widen.
• Yields are estimated figures and may fluctuate,
there are no guarantees that future dividends
will match or exceed historic dividends and
certain investors may be subject to further
tax on dividends.
• The Company invests in emerging markets
which tend to be more volatile than mature
markets and the value of your investment
could move sharply up or down.
• Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of
the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset
Management and Standard Life Investments.
• Tax treatment depends on the individual
circumstances of each investor and may be
subject to change in the future. You should
obtain specific professional advice before
making any investment decision.

* This is an internal performance target which the Investment Manager aims to achieve as at the date of this document.
This target is not based on past performance, may be subject to change and cannot be guaranteed. Investors should
always refer to the investment objective and restrictions as stated in the latest prospectus.
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Aberdeen Diversified Income and Growth plc discrete performance (%)
Year ending
Share Price
NAV
LIBOR +5.5%

31/12/18
(4.2)
(4.7)
6.3

31/12/17
21.2
9.1

31/12/16
(16.0)
(4.9)

31/12/15
8.0
2.3

31/12/15
(1.7)
(2.8)

Total return; NAV to NAV, net income reinvested, GBP. Share price total return is on a mid-to-mid basis. Dividend
calculations are to reinvest as at the ex-dividend date. Nav returns based on NAVs with debt valued at fair value.
Source: Morningstar. For information only. Performance prior to 11 February does not relate to management by
Aberdeen Standard Investments. Past performance is not a guide to future results.

This article is issued by
Aberdeen Asset Managers
Limited which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority in the
United Kingdom.
This is a financial promotion
from Aberdeen Asset
Managers Limited.

Find out more at murray-intl.co.uk and aberdeendiversified.co.uk
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